OREGON SCHOOL ACTIVITIES ASSOCIATION
Volleyball SRI Bulletin / October 6, 2016
Visit the Dates/Resources tab on the volleyball page of the OSAA website for valuable information and
assistance tools. Link here: http://www.osaa.org/activities/vbl/information
COACHES and OFFICIALS INFORMATION
1. A Yellow Conduct Card vs. A Yellow Administrative Card
An administrative card is given for any Unnecessary Delay Issue. There is no penalty for a yellow
“administrative” card. A red administrative card would result in a point/loss of rally. A yellow conduct
card is given for Unsportsmanlike Conduct. If the card is issued to the coach, the coach must sit down the
rest of the match. (If it’s a tournament, per OSAA, they may stand for the next match but the next card
issued is RED, notify your head official if you give any yellow conduct card). A red conduct card results in a
loss of rally/point. A red/yellow card combination is an ejection.
The R2 must explain to the coach which card they are receiving and why.
The R2 must also be sure both types of cards, if given, are noted in the comments section of the
scorebook.
Please see Page 2 for more information about administrative and conduct cards.
2. NFHS Situation
Team S #7 is the correct server and has scored 4 points. After Team R has called a time out, #9 goes
back to serve and serves one point. The scorekeeper and R2 realize this is the wrong server. The R2
calls illegal alignment and all points served during that term of service are removed. RULING:
Incorrect procedure. Only the point by #9 is cancelled. The points by the proper server remain.
3. Rule 9‐6‐5 – BLOCKING a served ball is not permitted. Signal #9
Rule 9‐6‐6 – ATTACKING a served ball is not permitted. (But the contact remains legal until the ball
breaks the plane of the net or is contacted by the opponent.) Signal #8
4. Libero Reminders
 Rule 9‐5‐6: A libero may not set the ball using overhead finger action while on or in front of the
attack line extended, resulting in a completed attack above the height of the net.
 Rule 10‐4‐1e: A libero replacement must take place between the attack line and the end line in
front of that team’s bench.
 Rule 10‐4‐1f: A libero replacement must be completed during a dead ball prior to the whistle and
signal for serve. Illegal alignment may be called if the replacement is not done prior to the
whistle.
 Rule 10‐4‐5a: The libero is allowed to serve in one position in the serving order.

Coaches, please contact me at the email below if you have game film you would be willing to share with
me for training purposes. Thank you!
Debi Hanson
OSAA Volleyball State Rules Interpreter
gpvoa.commish@me.com
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